We are moving ---

The Speech Group of Haskins Laboratories is moving to New Haven. Most of the research will be underway in the new location by January, 1970, though the EMG and other physiological work will remain in New York until midsummer.

The move does not involve changes in the Laboratories' organization, administration, or areas of research, though we expect the closer proximity to Yale and the University of Connecticut to facilitate collaboration with staff and students. Formal affiliations with both universities have been arranged to foster these closer relationships at the working level.

Other groups of Haskins Laboratories are also being relocated. The Marine Ecology Group with Dr. Luigi Provasoli is already at the Osborn Memorial Laboratories of Yale University; the Microbiology Group with Dr. Seymour Hutner will move next summer to Pace College in Manhattan. The Laboratories business office will remain in New York until midsummer, then join the Speech Group in New Haven.

The new address and telephone numbers for the Speech Group are:

Haskins Laboratories
270 Crown Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06510

(203) 865-6163, or

61774 on the Yale Centrex System